PRESENTATION
A pop culture phenomenon is coming to the stage! If you are looking for an energetic, colorful, fun live
stage musical, this is it! Peppermint Twist The Musical will be an uplifting, irresistible, electrifying
theatre production for the entire family to enjoy. The live stage musical will include an exhilarating,
heart-stirring "plot" with a story and with real characters and elements of drama, dancing, acting,
singing, comedy, and nostalgia, etc.
Peppermint Twist The Musical will be the
ultimate feel-good fun show that will
resonate with audiences by coming back
again and again to relive the fond
memories of their youth and younger
audiences discovering new music and
dancing they didn’t know existed. The
audiences will get transported back in time
when singing and dancing was incredibly
popular internationally with all ages.
It will be a fun social event that will attract theatre goers non-stop. Audiences will fall in love with the
soundtrack and each performance with these iconic hits and dances.

Peppermint Twist The Musical has ENDLESS possibilities for
merchandising, marketing, corporate sponsorship, advertising and music
related events. Additionally, National Tours (and ancillaries like a book,
motion picture and documentary film) will produce substantial revenue
streams that often surpass a Broadway run. This fun dance musical has
enormous profit potential! It is with this model that we plan to launch The
Peppermint Twist!
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It will take us on a nostalgic journey through one of the most eventful
and fantastic eras in history. It will center around the incredible career of
the living legend of Joey Dee & The Starliters®, The Peppermint
Twist® World-Wide Dance phenomena, The legendary World Famous
Peppermint Lounge® night club, and of course, The Mob’s activity and
obsession to control and make money. It will be an inspiring true story
behind the extraordinary era that changed minds, touched lives, made
history and transformed America.
We are going to bring back The "Twist Dance" to familiar audiences and also introduce it to a new
generation that is very hungry for fun
dance moves, good times, entertainment
and uplifting songs that everyone can
enjoy, young and old.
Today's generation has defined "dancing"
to merely nodding their head and bouncing
up and down in the same spot. Today,
there is no popular dance and it's time to
change that. Let's meet on the dance floor
and bring back again the incredible Twist
Dance. Let's bring back the greatest dance
explosion of all time, The Twist.
Millennials will discover the magic of the
infectious Twist Dance throughout the fulllength musical stage production. The Twist
Dance Craze of yesteryear will be reborn
and become a worldwide sensation again.

We strongly believe that the show will connect with the
audience in an emotionally powerful way. We also believe the
live stage musical will deservedly get standing ovations from
the captivated audience members. Peppermint Twist The
Musical will appeal to a very large core audience by telling
stories people can't help but come out to see and share their
unforgettable fun experience with friends and family and
much more. For sure it will be an audience very eager to buy
theater tickets.
Many from the baby boomer generation will remember the
fanaticism of the Twist when it was first created, and younger generations have undoubtedly
witnessed its contagious
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appeal through old movies and TV shows. The most famous of the “dance crazes”, The Twist
centered at New York’s “Peppermint Lounge” which became the epicenter of the Twist craze.
The Twist was an incredible phenomena and event for all of us, the
biggest dance in the history of popular music. The infectious dance
phenomenon that swept the nation and the world was spirited and
frenzied, and it remains so all these decades later.
The Twist was the first international
rock and roll dance of its kind and was
popular in all continents of the world. It
had a huge following at home and
abroad. The Twist crossed generations
as young and old did the dance, and it
crossed ethnic and cultural boundaries.

TARGET AUDIENCE: Baby Boomers are the target audience for musical
theater. Boomers have the most disposable income and are eager to revisit their
youth. They comprise 76 million Americans – almost 30% of the U.S. population.
Baby Boomer’s nostalgia has proven to be one of the great American economic
engines. This very large senior citizen group buys theatre tickets. Baby
Boomers open their wallets to see these shows over and over again. And they share their enjoyment
and experience with family, friends, neighbors and in particular use Social Media such as Facebook,
Twitter, etc... for the whole world to know. And it goes viral on the World Wide Web.
The music and dance, you identify with when you’re young, stick with you the rest of your life,
say researchers who study the marketing of nostalgia. It’s sentimental yearning for the happiness of a
former place or time. When [the throwback acts] sing and dance their songs, everyone in the
audience could probably sing every word and dance step. There’s something so much fun and
amazing about that.
Vinyl Record Sales are at a 28-Year High – June 2016 – According to Fortune
Magazine – Experts say don’t be surprised if vinyl continues to see noticeable
growth in the years to come. “It would seem that they are bringing the products
back to create or capitalize on a nostalgia wave.”
For a Theater goer, it’s a reminder of a better time. Music Nostalgia creates an
emotional connection between the stage and audience. Rock N’ Roll nostalgia enables consumers to
relive memories. For instance, people tend to most prefer musical recordings that were released
when they were teenagers or young adults – They might not remember what they had for lunch, but
they can sing along with Sinatra and know all the words,” Or dance The Twist and feel like they have
not lost a step.
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Stage Musicals: that utilize previously released popular
songs to tell their stories have become a highly profitable
endeavor on Broadway, in the West End of London, and in
theatres and touring companies around the U.S. and the
world. From the first jukebox musical, Ain’t Misbehavin’, to
more recent Broadway hits like Jersey Boys, Mamma Mia!,
Rock of Ages, etc., these productions have a built-in core
audience, before they even open.
Joey Dee: In 1961, Joey Dee took the nation by storm with his number one hit single, Peppermint
Twist, and started a dance revolution with The Twist! He is the “Godfather” of The Twist and to this
day still performs and has a huge worldwide following. We are going to bring back The Twist to
familiar audiences and introduce it to a new generation hungry for fun dance moves, good times,
entertainment and uplifting songs that everyone can enjoy.
Starliters: A few former Starliters
band members were Oscar winner Joe
Pesci and Jimi Hendrix, both playing
the guitar. Also, The Rascals and the
Ronettes were Starliters.
The Beatles: The Beatles were the
opening act for Joey Dee & The
Starliters in Stockholm, Sweden. The
Beatles visited and danced the
Peppermint Twist on their first visit to
the USA and the Peppermint Lounge
night club.
Paul Pointing To Joey Dee Concert Poster

In 1960, New Jersey born Joey Dee and his Starliters landed their largest gig at a bar known as The
Peppermint Lounge located in New York’s Theater District, adjacent to Hell’s Kitchen. No one ever
imagined that after one rainy night, a New York society editor with famous celebrity connections and
entourage in tow would come into the nightclub to stay dry and ended up discovering and writing
about the new dance craze…..The Twist.
Immediately thereafter, the former bar to sailors, dockworkers, hookers and the mob would turn into a
melting pot for the “who’s who” of famous New York society, major A-List Celebrities and Royalty. As
a result of the music and dance movement, a fashion movement was also launched at the legendary
“World Famous Peppermint Lounge®.
After that tabloid article and Joey Dee’s number one hit song Peppermint Twist, Joey and The Twist
dance became household names. Fred Astaire and Arthur Murray began offering Twist lessons.
There was a Twist. Night at The White House. The Twist became a dance phenomenon and
EVERYONE was doing it! It literally took over America and ultimately the World.
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Twist Dance: We are bringing back The Twist Dance for the Baby
Boomers and today’s generation. It will again become an incredible
worldwide sensation. The Twist was an incredible phenomena and event
for all of us, the biggest dance in the history of popular music. The Twist
was the first international rock and roll dance of its kind and was popular in
all continents of the world. It had a huge following at home and abroad.
Because the dance was so simple, it became a worldwide craze. The Twist
crossed generations as young and old did the dance, and it crossed ethnic and cultural boundaries.
Many from the baby boomer generation will remember the fanaticism of the Twist when it was first
created, and younger generations have undoubtedly witnessed its contagious appeal through old
movies and TV shows.
Peppermint Lounge: New York
City’s new Peppermint Lounge®
became the epicenter of the Twist
craze and after a vanguard of
glamorous celebrity jet-setters —
including Jackie Kennedy, Marilyn
Monroe, Judy Garland, Marlon
Brando, and Frank Sinatra and
many more — each famously made
the news by doing the moves at the
Manhattan-based discotheque, the
fad went mainstream.
The Twist gave everybody— rich or
poor, young, old, and in between a
chance to express themselves and
the freedom to dance with or
without a partner.
Not only was Peppermint Lounge®
the site that spring boarded the
iconic Twist dance of the 1960’s, it
is also well documented to be
where go-go dancing got its start.
The Peppermint Lounge was most
swinging in the early ‘60’s, when
people around the nation were
doing the Twist.

Marilyn Monroe - Judy Garland - Jayne Mansfield
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During this golden era at the Peppermint Lounge Club girls used to get on the tables, wearing
miniskirts and what later became known as ‘Go-Go Boots’ and dance The Twist. These girls are
widely regarded as the first Go-Go Dancers, and it is from this point that Go-Go Dancing gained
popularity.
Recordings & Songs: Joey Dee recorded over 100 songs including international and numerous
albums. Some of the big worldwide hits would be used in the stage musical and new songs created.
First Integrated Band: Joey Dee and the Starliters was the FIRST early racially-integrated rock
band in the country and the world. And the first bi-racial band group to have a number one recording,
the Peppermint Twist. At times, the Starliters would play in the south where Jimi Hendrix found that
being in an integrated band was even more difficult than playing in an all-black band. Hotels and
venues refused admittance to black band members. There were constant conflicts and pressure from
The Mob for Joey Dee to fire the black band members. When it was unpopular and dangerous to do
so, Joey Dee stood up to the Mob and refused to fire his black band members!
The Mob: The Vito Genovese crime family owned the legendary “World
Famous Night Club, the Peppermint Lounge”. The Mob ruled the recording
business with an iron fist. “I actually saw a guy hung out of a 20 story
building – they were holding him by the ankles – they said… Are you going
to sign the Contract?” Morris Levy made his fortune as the wheeling-anddealing head of Roulette Records that doubled as a front for the Genovese crime family.

There are several recent circumstances that coincide with the themes of
Peppermint Twist Chronicles AND Peppermint Twist The Musical:

 In 2017, there were 34 TV spin-offs of old TV show series, including
new versions of Dynasty, Twin Peaks, and Heathers. The public loves
the past. And, with built in audiences so do the networks.
 Of the top 10 grossing movies of 2016, only two were new properties.
The others drew from films dating back decades.
 Vinyl Record Sales are at a 28-year high and growing. Retro
turntables are being sold everywhere.
 Woodstock celebrated its 50th anniversary in 2019.
 The movie Green Book, which won the 2019 Oscar for Best Picture,
has stimulated interest in life in the South before 1964 as well as other
issues of historical importance.
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The Largest Twist Dance was achieved by 3,040 participants at an event organized by
The Salvation Army at Trustmark Park in Pearl, MS. on August 23, 2014.

Today, The Twist Dance remains very popular
with Elementary schools and High Schools.
From young kids dressed in Peppermint Twist
style costumes to Teen-agers. Dance
competitions are choreographed and groups of
kids are twist dancing on stage in front of
audiences.

The Peppermint Twist® Dance is well and alive.
The history of the twist dance is long and fun - created during a carefree time in American history
when young people revolutionized the dance world and
replaced stuffiness with sexy, fun moves. On all continents,
the Twist Dance craze spread like wild fire.
The Twist went on to become the most popular dance for a
couple of decades, and the choreography was simple - a 2
count twisting motion, "back and forth" using only the hips.
Since the Twist was born right around the time of the popular
beach movie fad, the dance fit right in on movie sets.
Traditional dance styles, especially partner dancing that
require glides and turns, were not performable in the sand.
However, the Twist fit in perfectly and led the way for many
other dance moves of the 1960s including the Monkey and
the Swim. The Twist didn't require much use of the feet - just
a body wiggle and you were ready to rock.
Vintage dance nights hosted by clubs and dance halls, as well as stage plays and movies set in the
1960s, often include the Twist in their choreography.
Many from the baby boomer generation will remember the fanaticism of the Twist when it was first
created, and younger generations have undoubtedly witnessed its contagious appeal through old
movies and TV shows. It's true that the Twist reigned in popularity with dancing teens and 20somethings - starting out as a song and becoming the biggest dance craze of the 1950s and 1960s
and more.
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The Twist was an incredible phenomena and event for all of us,
the biggest dance in the history of popular music. The Twist
was the best dance style back in the 60s and was enjoyed
enormously by the youth of that decade all over the world. It is a
very energetic dance form and the music gets you started
immediately in an enthusiastic manner. The infectious dance
phenomenon that swept the nation and the world was spirited
and frenzied, and it remains so all these decades later. The
Twist was the first international rock and roll dance of its kind
and was popular in all continents of the world. It had a huge
following at home and abroad.
From the Twist until the Beatles, American Bandstand continued
to feed the dance craze with one new step after another. The
Twist, the Song and Dance That Changed the World.
The Twist was a rock and roll dance popular in the 1960s
named after the song that originated it, The Twist. It was the
first major international rock and roll dance style in which the
couples did not have to touch each other while dancing. One of
the main factors in the instant popularity of the Twist was that it
was so easy to do. It could be performed by anyone,
regardless of whether they had a sense of rhythm or not.
The Twist dance, which was controversial at the
time, involves swiveling hip and shuffling foot
movements. It became a national craze and thus
the dawn of a new era! Because the dance was so
simple, it became a worldwide craze. The Twist
crossed generations as young and old did the
dance, and it crossed ethnic and cultural
boundaries.
Many from the baby boomer generation will
remember the fanaticism of the Twist when it was first created, and younger generations have
undoubtedly witnessed its contagious appeal through old movies and TV shows. It’s true that the
Twist reigned in popularity with dancing teens and
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20-somethings – starting out as a song and becoming the biggest dance craze of the 1950s and
1960s.
203 Twist songs recorded during the height of the dance craze. A few
examples such as, Bald Headed Twister, Boogie Twist, Cha Cha Twist,
Chicken Twist, Harlem Twist, Mother Goose Twist, White House Twist,
etc…
Joe Pesci, Starliter Dancing The Twist. The Twist became the first
worldwide dance craze, enjoying immense popularity among all people
and drawing fire from critics who felt it was too provocative. It inspired
numerous dances. The Twist craze was even referenced by the United
States Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) when actions in 1961
were dubbed “Operation Twist” In 2011 the FOMC revived Operation
Twist.
The Twist was a global dance craze that
spread to all continents of the world,
without MTV, YouTube or the Worldwide
Web. Although hundreds of ‘dance styles’
were invented during the decade – none
were ever more popular or long-lived than
‘The Twist’. It’s still amazing how the
Twist’s popularity traveled like heat
lightning in those pre-Internet, pre-cellphone-camera, pre-flash-mob, coveredwagon days. Even Beatlemania took longer
to achieve critical mass. And they had
plenty to dance to, as record companies
scrambled to capitalize on “Twistmania.”

The Twist’s popular explosion was so big that some
of our early music journalists declared that
its tremendous success would end rock & roll… Doing
The Twist is now recognized as the first worldwide
dance craze. The biggest and most enduring of the
dances was ‘The Twist,’ pioneered in the United
States by Hank Ballard, Chubby Checker and a
popular group called Joey Dee and the Starliters. It
was huge to the point where national competitions
were held. It found its way to British dance halls
around 1961.
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The Twist dance would come to be seen as emblematic
of the early 1960s in later years, with popular
songs, television shows, and movies likely to reference it
when they wanted to convey the spirit of that time period.
The Flintstones cartoon debuted their version of the
dance called The Twitch which aired in 1962. The Dick
Van Dyke Show televised their version called The
Twizzle in 1962. Even the conservative Leave it to
Beaver TV show featured an episode called “Beaver
Joins a Record Club” which featured The Twist dance.
The twist turned out to be the liberation of the dance
floor, the first adult constituency rock ‘n’ roll music had
earned and a major turning point in the history of the music, but at the time it was a media
thunderstorm. Doctors warned of back injuries, religious
figures cluck-clucked over the moral implications, and dancers
such as Fred Astaire looked down their nose at the vulgarity of
it all (even as they hastened to offer twist lessons at their
dance studios).
The Twist was an infectious bug that anybody could catch,
regardless of age (Noël Coward amid all those juvies), innate
musicality, or medical condition. “The rhythm is
contagious,” Earl Blackwell, publisher of the Celebrity
Register, testified in The New York Times. “It makes you want
to get up and dance. What’s most important is that it’s an easy
dance to do. Everyone can do it.”
It’s hard to overstate the Twist’s impact on the music
industry and on pop culture. Priests, PTA boards,
police officials, and stodgy dance instructors were
predictably outraged. One self-appointed guardian of
public morality, James I. Flanigan, declared the dance
was “of evil origin” and was “used by Satan in
inducing thousands of teenagers in a type of hypnotic
ecstasy.” Few paid attention. Doing the Twist was fun.
Even highbrow dance master Arthur Murray came on
board, his chain of studios offering flat-footed fuddyduddies “six easy lessons” for $25. For the first time
ever, moms and dads joined the kids on the dance
floor, all grinding away like the agitator in a family
washing machine.
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The best way to express happiness is to dance the
Twist to the tune of music and sway your hips with the
ever-pleasing rhythm of music. Twist, the dance craze
that revolutionized rock ‘n ‘roll, tells about the way this
dance form evolved and how it spread around the
globe like lightening. To the alarm of many parents
and the media, Twist gyrated to the top of the charts,
inspiring movies, follow-up songs, and putting a New
York nightclub called the Peppermint Lounge® on the
map.
The Beatles - Peppermint Lounge

The nation’s teens were swept up in twist fever, and a flurry of
solo dance variations soon followed. Discotheques across the
nation were bombarded with new instructional songs on what
seemed like a weekly basis, and each potential hit came with
its own set of custom steps to perform as the song played.
From the Jerk, the Swim, and the Mashed Potato to the Bird,
the Monkey and the Funky Chicken, etc.
The Twist gave everybody— rich or poor, young, old, and in
between a chance to express themselves and the freedom to
dance with or without a partner. Despite the alarm of many parents and the media, the hip swinging,
and foot-shuffling movement of the Twist dance craze gyrated to the tops of the billboard charts. The
popularity of the Twist fad gave rise to numerous pop culture at the height of the dance craze such as
comic books, drediel, fireworks, documentaries, TV shows, movies, toys and much more. When the
dance trend began in the back alleys and night clubs like the famed Peppermint Lounge® in New
York, no one envisioned it would become a worldwide
phenomenon. And no more dance lessons.
The Twist started out as a dance fad in 1960, but two years later
Life Magazine wrote about a “dingy Manhattan nightspot named the
Peppermint Lounge® [that had] quickly became the most jammed
joint in town.” A moment in cultural history–when America went from
‘squareness’ to ‘awareness.’

The Twist – Doing The Twist is sometimes recognized as the first
worldwide dance craze and Joey Dee and the Starliters “The Peppermint Twist” became hits off the
strength of everyone’s favorite dance obsession of the time. Even though the popularity of The Twist
went out of style with the American Bandstand era, it deserves recognition for moving the world
during a revolutionary time period.
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The Peppermint Lounge and American Bandstand would
make The Twist dance the most popular dance in the
World by 1961. The most famous of the “dance crazes”,
the twist, centered around New York’s “Peppermint
Lounge”, was the closest thing to rock’n’roll to come out
during the dark ages. The dance had no well-defined
moves and it was openly erotic.
In its own peculiar way, “Peppermint Twist” by Joey Dee
& The Starliters started its own pop culture revolution. An
odd kind of pop culture revolution in that instead of being
a youth revolution (as tradition dictates a good pop culture
revolution really ought) was a revolution based largely on
well moneyed grown-ups, who liked to sip on a couple of
martinis as they listened to their music. “Peppermint
Twist” was the moment that the rock’n’roll beat (or
something like it, since it seems more jazz influenced
really) mingled with New York nightlife.
“Peppermint Twist” is a song written by Joey Dee,
recorded and released by Joey Dee and the Starliters in
1961. Capitalizing on the Twist dance craze and the
nightclub in which Dee performed (“The Peppermint
Lounge”), the song hit number one on the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 in early 1962.
The New York Times put it well:
“Instead of youth growing up, adults
are sliding down.” And why not? It
was a lot of fun. The song? It’s
almost as fun as the dance itself,
which, what with the one-two-three
kick and the one-two-three-jump, it’s
significantly trickier than the original
twist (there’s a significantly high risk
of looking like a fool) that had been
Number One the week before.
New York City’s new Peppermint
Lounge became the epicenter of the
Twist craze and after a vanguard of
glamorous celebrity jet-setters —
including Jackie Kennedy, Marilyn Monroe, Judy Garland, Marlon Brando, and Frank Sinatra and
many more — each famously made the news by doing the moves at the Manhattan-based
discotheque, the fad went mainstream,
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and the room’s house band, Joey Dee and the Starliters, also
scored a No. 1 hit, “Peppermint Twist — Part I,” in 1961 –
Upscale socialites were dancing the Twist at the Peppermint
Lounge in New York City and the dance craze quickly moved
to other countries.
Many celebrities frequented the Peppermint Lounge, including
The Beatles during their first U.S. visit in 1964. The lounge was
the home base of Joey Dee and the Starliters, who recorded
their #1 hit “Peppermint Twist®” at the venue in the early
1960s.
Between the years 1958 and 1965, 128 West 45th
Street was home to the popular discotheque known as
Peppermint Lounge. Not only was Peppermint Lounge
the site that spring boarded the iconic Twist dance of
the 1960’s, it is also well documented to be where gogo dancing got its start. The Peppermint Lounge was
most swinging in the early ‘60’s, when people around
the nation were doing the Twist.
Only a month after the Peppermint Lounge lowered the
drawbridge to let in the elegant riffraff, Tom Wolfe
wrote, “Joey Dee, twenty-two, the bandleader at the
Peppermint Lounge, was playing the Twist at the $100a-plate Party of the Year at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art.”
First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy was more
than an interested bystander. It was she
who stamped the presidential seal on the
Twist and turned the White House into the
Peppermint Lounges of the Potomac. First
Lady Jaqueline Kennedy liked to visit
the Peppermint Lounge, was pictured in
newspapers dancing the Twist. The
“Peppermint Twist” was a pop cultural
phenomenon practically by Presidential
decree! And it appears to have divided the
nation along political lines as well: former
President Dwight Eisenhower came out against it. But of course, he did. He was always such an old
fuddy-duddy. “I have no objection to the Twist as such. But it does represent some kind of change in
our standards. What has happened to our concepts of beauty and decency and morality?”
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Peppermint Lounge – NYC – Huge Crowds

The First Go-Go Club. The origins of Go-Go Dancing
actually date back to 1958 when the first Go-Go
club, Peppermint Lounge opened in New York City. It
was from here that ‘The Twist’ was launched.
How Go-Go Dancing Started – During this golden era at
the Peppermint Lounge, girls used to get on the tables,
wearing miniskirts and what later became known as ‘GoGo Boots’ and dance The Twist.
The spin off from this was the management obviously
new a good thing when they saw it and so decided to
hire sexy girls to dance and keep the customers
entertained.
These girls are widely regarded as the First Go-Go
Dancers, and it is from this point that Go-Go Dancing
gained popularity.
The Peppermint Lounge was an early discotheque where “go-go” dancing is reputed to have
originated in the early 1960s. “The Twist” dance craze was closely associated with the Peppermint
Lounge night club. Women began getting up on tables here and dancing “the twist”. That’s a feat that
would never be duplicated. So, let’s do the Twist—again!
By the mid-1960’s, more than 5000 discos
had opened in the United States. The twist set
the stage for other gyrating dances like the
Shake, the Hitchhike, the Monkey, the Pony,
the Swim, the Funky Broadway and many
more.
The Four Seasons, The Crystals, The Beach
Boys, Liza Minnelli, The Ronettes,
The Rascals, Madonna, and many more had
their professional debut at the Peppermint
Lounge night club in NYC.

Ringo Peppermint Twisting - Peppermint Lounge
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Cute Dance Studio advertisement with a cute slogan:
"Come On Baby! Let's do THE PEPPERMINT TWIST!
These young ladies know the
Peppermint Twist Song and Dance.
They have spent numerous hours
practicing and rehearsing the dance
steps. If the photo ad was taken 15 years
ago, now they are adults.
The ladies will want to buy the book
reminding them of their fond childhood
memories. They would want to know
about the creator, inventor, songwriter
that started it all 58 years ago.
Dance Studios across the country sell
and promote "Peppermint Twist" Dance
lessons.
And almost all the youngsters wear a Peppermint Twist style costume. They eventually perform on a
live stage doing their dance steps while Joey Dee's record is playing in the background. Numerous
videos and photos in our collection.

Peppermint Twist Song & Dance – KidSongs TV

This is a really must see video, only two
minutes. The award-winning video, music and
television series "KidSongs TV" has run for 14
years on just about every network. A
professionally done video that was broadcast on
national TV with young kids both singing and
actually dancing the legendary world-famous
Peppermint Twist.

cars parked.

The KidSongs TV video starts inside a vintage
diner and ends outside the diner with old vintage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KvdfJw8gkto

All these performers today are probably young adults and will buy the book because they remember
the recognizable name, the song and the dance. Can you imagine the hours spent rehearsing the
song and the dance that was probably viewed by an audience of well over one million people.
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Peppermint Twist Song & Dance - National Ice Skating Champion
Must see Two-Minute video of Ice Skating national
competition with performer ice skating to The
"Peppermint Twist" Song and Dance. The dance steps
are really amazing and true to the legendary dance, The
Peppermint Twist.
Thousands in the audience and TV viewers are very
familiar with the famous Peppermint Twist name.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvalL7eowec
Rika Hongo is a 23 year old Japanese World Class figure
skater who is a two-time Four Continents Champion with
numerous awards.

"Singing, Dancing and Reminiscing with Memory Lane"
Pre-Schoolers, Kids, Teenagers and young and old adults are
familiar with the "Peppermint Twist" because they grew up with it.
Wedged in our memories entirely because of our personal
experience. The last 5, 10, 15, 20 years and more of singing and
dancing to the "Peppermint Twist". They have danced and sang
the lyrics, year after year as they grew older. The name and or title
is very familiar to them.
The Peppermint Twist fans start at a very young age singing and
dancing in Nursery schools, Kindergartens, Middles Schools, High
schools, colleges, dance studios, and national competitions. It's
NO surprise that today's and yesterday's generation is fondly familiar with the very popular and
memorable name and title.
Songs from the past can stir powerful emotions and transport
us back in time. The relationship between music and memory
is powerful, and new ... At a party, it is something that we hear
while dancing or chatting to a friend. It’s amazing how one
song or dance can leave such an imprint in our mind, that
years later when you hear the song/dance you are taken back
to that place in time. Music is the window that opens up your
soul, and out flows the memories of your heart. A certain song
can bring back a flood of recollections from a time long gone,
like the first song you ever danced to when you were young or
just a kid.
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Peppermint Twist Song & Dance - High School Seniors
High School Seniors performing The Peppermint
Twist Dance "live" on stage (National
Competition) with Joey Dee's record playing in
the background.
The dancers know ALL the lyrics to the famous
song, word for word. Potential ticket buyers of
"Peppermint Twist The Musical", for sure.
Notice the Peppermint Twist style costumes.
Photo courtesy of U-Can Dance Studio.
These “Live” competition events are very popular
and held in many cities across the USA. The
audiences usually sing-along, and will buy the book when they hear about it.

Young Peppermint Twisters Performing The Peppermint Twist Dance
Peppermint Twist Dancers performing "live" on stage with the cute Peppermint Twist costumes.
And Joey Dee's recording playing in the
background for all to hear and enjoy including the
audience.
Tens of thousands of attendees singing along at
stage shows nationally. The performers now
adults, their families and the audience are all
potential theater ticket buyers.
The Peppermint Twist name and title triggers
nostalgia and awakens memories. We associate
songs with emotions, people, and places we've
experienced in the past. Today's generation and
others are also prime targets for the book.
Generation Z and The Millennials will be interested
in seeing the musical.
Please note that it's not just the Baby boomer
generation which represents more than 70 million
people. All age groups are theatre ticket buyers,
young and old and middle age.
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CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENTS
Each has agreed to promote the live stage musical, book and movie on their personal social
platforms!

“Joey Dee has been a good friend for almost 60 years. Of course, we’re
both proud to be Jersey Boys! Joey is one of the early innovators of all
the music that you hear today, and oh what an entertainer! Peppermint
Twist Chronicles looks back at a terrific career with quite a few twists,
(no pun intended) Peppermint or otherwise!”
—Frankie Valli (from the Foreword)
“Jersey Boys” and The Four Seasons

* * *
“I first saw Joey Dee perform at the Peppermint Lounge in 1961. I thought I was coming to see one show. I
stayed for six nights in a row. There this young energetic super talented lead singer of the Starliters blew the
audience away. In those six shows, I learned more about stage performance than any school of the performing
arts could ever teach me. Just look at the people he mentored: Jimi Hendrix, the Brigati Brothers (known later
to be The Rascals), and a young entertainer named Tony Orlando. To the reader, I leave you with one word:
enjoy!”
—Tony Orlando

* * *
“I've been privileged to know Joey for the better part of some fifty years, he is a very dear friend, and one hell
of a stand-up guy. To watch Joey on stage is a thrill; a true showman, electric, he gives an audience all he's
got, and then some. A professional in every sense of the word. It's an honor to know him and call him my dear
friend. This book is a winner!”
—Bobby Rydell

* * *
“Joey Dee has been a friend and a talent for many, many years in this world of show business. I remember
seeing Joey perform in the 60s at the Peppermint Lounge when there were crowds and lines waiting to get in
to see him. Even to this day, if there’s an opportunity to see Joey Dee in person, don’t walk - run! He’s one of
a kind. Great!”
—Frankie Avalon

* * *
“Joey Dee’s time in the mid-sixties is in many ways unforgettable. The Peppermint Lounge and ‘The
Peppermint Twist’ will always be part of the pop music consciousness. He was a pioneer in an industry that
was ever evolving, and I salute you Joey, for your contribution and your talent.”
—Sir Barry Gibb
The Bee Gees

* * *
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“...How often does someone single handedly change our world? Is it a politician? NO! Is it a secret weapon?
NO! Is it a Superman? NO! – It’s Joey Dee! In a twinkling of a musical moment, Joey Dee gave us what we
needed, a fun and a happy time. And here’s how he did it – Read it!”
—Cousin Brucie
Legendary DJ

* * *
RONNIE SPECTOR, who recently introduced Joey at his induction to The East Coast Music Hall of Fame on
June 5, 2019, had this to say:
“It all started for the Ronettes and me while we were waiting in line outside, to get into the hottest club in the
Northern hemisphere, The Peppermint Lounge. The manager comes out and mistakes us for the dancers he
hired, and walks us inside, right to the bandstand. And there on the bandstand dancing, singing and ripping it
up were Joey Dee and the Starliters. That was our big break.
I am honored to do Joey’s induction speech tonight. I’ll always be there for Joey, no matter what, cause that’s
where I started. And for the first time in, well let’s just say a long time, we were all on stage together singing
“Peppermint Twist,” and I was so proud to once again be part of the Joey Dee Revue, where it all started for
me.”
—Ronnie Spector
The Ronettes

* * *
"I remember the first time I heard Peppermint Twist on the radio, it was 1961, I was eleven years old and it hit
#1 on Top 40 radio. Cousin Brucie, (Bruce Morrow) was playing it constantly on his 77 WABC radio show.
That's when I became aware of Joey Dee and The Starliters. I found out that Joey and the guys were from
Passaic, New Jersey and because I was from Newark, I somehow felt this connection with them, a sense of
pride, a wave of encouraging optimism that maybe one day I could be a successful singer like Joey. There was
a real excitement and enthusiasm in their music, a driving force that would make you want to dance. I went to
see the movie, Hey Let's Twist, that kind of told the story about Joey and that's when I learned about The
Peppermint Lounge, the hip, "in" nightclub in New York City where Joey and the guys played. Years later I
would get to experience the magic of that place.
Joey Dee and The Starliters are part of the musical tapestry that influenced The Manhattan Transfer, me as a
singer, a performer, a writer and a record producer and they most certainly left their mark in American popular
music."
—Alan Paul
Eight-Time Grammy Award Winner
The Manhattan Transfer

* * *
"Joey, it’s been several decades since the Shirelles sang with your band way back in Passaic, New Jersey, but
I remember those days like yesterday. Making music together was instrumental in launching our careers, and
now we both have schools named in our honor! Peppermint Twist Chronicles is a great ride that brings to life
the music that will last forever. Thanks so much for the memories."
—Shirley Alston Reeves
The Shirelles
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* * *
“Thinking back to when my brother Charles (Horn man) Neville began playing Sax with the great Joey Dee, I
had the pleasure of meeting Joey, and thought of him as a great talent and a gentleman. Charlie always spoke
highly of Joey. From me to Joey Dee: keep on rocking brother. Peace, love and respect.”
Aaron Neville
Neville Brothers

* * *
"Sex, booze, and rock & roll: “Peppermint Chronicles” is an explosive, revealing look at rock & roll through the
eyes of Joey Dee, the man who was there to see it firsthand, on the ground floor. Joey tells of launching
superstars and legends, a dance craze, mobsters, sex, and 60s rock & roll in a good read that makes you feel
as though you were sharing the journey with him."
Julian Lennon

* * *

Other Testimonials in Progress







Tommy James
Fabian
Felix Cavaliere (Rascals)
Kari Clark (Dick Clark’s Wife)
Joe Pesci
Ellen Sander (Rolling Stone contributor and author)

Other Celebrities Being Explored







Ringo Starr
Bon Jovi
Bruce Springsteen
Chazz Palminteri
Cindy Lauper
Johnny Mathis
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OLD SONGS, OLD MUSIC AND OLD DANCES MAKING A STRONG COMEBACK
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A Trip Down Memory Lane - YOUR MUSIC - YOUR MEMORIES - YOUR LIFE
Nostalgia is defined as “pleasure and sadness that is caused by remembering something from the
past and wishing that you could experience it again.”
Vinyl records are projected to sell well over 45 million units in 2018, with sales reaching the $ONE
Billion benchmark for the first time. This impressive milestone has been untouched since the peak of
the industry in the 1980s.
A constant craving for nostalgia and what’s familiar is part of the reason. Baby Boomers Feel
Nostalgic Listening To Vinyl Records.
If you’ve been looking for a theatrical concert that will transport you back to the days of your youth
with the passionate, beautiful songs of the past, Peppermint Twist The Musical will be an incredibly
memorable & nostalgic show that you’ve been dreaming of!

70 Million Senior Citizens That Buy
Theatre Tickets to Relive Their Youth
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Websites:
JoeyDee.com - PeppermintTwistTheMusical.com - Peppermint-Twist.com
Peppermint-Lounge.com - PeppermintTwist.org

Contact:
Gina G. Goff - Executive Producer
Goff Productions, LLC
8491 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1000
West Hollywood, CA 90069
310-666-9082
gina@goffproductions.com
http://www.goffproductions.com
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